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Leveraging our Heritage and Culture 
Research Management Market Summary - USA 

1. Introduction 

Research, commissioned by VisitBritain, has been undertaken at the start of 2014 to inform 

how to leverage effectively Britain’s heritage and culture, to grow first-time and repeat 

inbound tourism to Britain.  Qualitative and quantitative research was conducted with 

previous visitors and first time considerers to holidaying in Britain, within the UK’s three 

largest markets - USA, Germany and France.   

 

2. Key findings  

The key findings from the research are: 

 Heritage and culture are important elements when choosing a holiday abroad – 

alongside other aspects 

 Relaxing and having lots to see and do are seen as being very important when choosing 

a holiday destination 

 Alongside specific heritage and culture, visitors absorb heritage and culture through a 

variety of holiday experiences including local markets, local food and drink and places of 

natural beauty    

 Britain performs well on tangible, rational deliverables (historic buildings, famous places, 

art galleries/museums) but less well on communicating the promise of an emotive 

distinctive/ immersive experience (relaxing time, lots to see and do, friendly welcome) 

 Respondents described their ideal heritage and culture holiday as being welcoming and 

authentic/genuine 

 In terms of marketing and advertising itineraries and information on easy/cheap travel  

would work well 

 Interest in and desire to know more about places beyond London are shown 

Therefore, future MARCOMs should seek to quench potential visitors’ thirst for more 

information, highlighting practicalities, humanising, bringing to life and, portraying Britain’s 

heritage and culture as offering fun, exciting, authentic, distinctive, immersive experiences. 

 

USA– Key findings  

 Britain is strongly considered as a heritage and culture holiday destination by the 

Americans, with Italy only marginally preferred  
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 A strong market for Britain on many important factors in holiday choice, but Italy is 

thought to perform better on many of these – notably the ability to have a relaxing time 

and having lots to do 

 There is a great interest in built heritage and seeing famous places amongst visitors from 

the USA 

 Galleries and museums featured more importantly for this market, compared with those 

from Germany and France  

 Amongst considerers from America, a holiday with the promise of fun outweighs 

opportunities for learning 

 

3. The role of heritage and culture when choosing a holiday 

The terms heritage and culture, whilst evoking different associations, are ultimately seen as 

intertwined.  The ability to have a relaxing time and having lots to see and do are considered to 

be important factors in the holiday mix to convince American holiday makers to come to 

Britain.  This market is potentially the easiest to engage with of the 3 markets in the study, 

expressing a strong interest in various factors that can influence holiday choice.  They love the 

idea of history and heritage – seeing it come alive, experiencing it and being transported back 

in time.  They also embrace the notion of contemporary culture. 

 

4. Britain’s heritage and culture standing and what needs to be addressed 

Motives to visit Britain demonstrate the strength of what we have to offer – i.e. the depth and 

breadth of our culture and heritage, with a mix of ancient and modern history across a varied 

landscape, and the promise of ‘discovery’ and seeing famous sights.  81% of the American 

market involved the research state they are considering visiting Britain to experience its 

heritage and culture – only marginally behind consideration levels recorded for Italy.  

However, Americans have a mixed view of how good Britain would be at offering different 

components of the holiday mix in comparison to key competitors*.  Our offering of physical 

places rank highly amongst Americans (historic buildings= 1st, and famous places = 2nd) and 

they perceive there to be lots to see and do in Britain (2nd).  Further, and critically for the 

American market, Britain ranks 5th of the competitor set for the most important element of a 

holiday – being able to have a relaxing time.    

 

There is almost a love affair with Britain for the Americans.  We are seen by many as the sister 

country; they love our sense of history, ancestry, cute accent and quirky ways.  They feel 

familiar with our culture because they absorb it through TV and movies – and are keener than 
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other markets to visit locations used in these.  However, this familiarity can be viewed as a 

hurdle to visiting Britain – we feel too similar for some, with a shared language and culture.  

This creates less of a sense or promise of different, exciting experiences – particularly given the 

distance to travel and the perceived expense once here.  In addition, considerers’ perceptions 

can be very dominated by traditional, typical London, with little awareness beyond that. 

 

* GB rated against France, Italy, Spain, Ireland, Netherlands and Germany.  

 

5. Leveraging heritage and culture through marketing and communications to encourage 

holidays to Britain 

What should feature:  There is a clear need to quench a strong thirst for ‘more information’ – 

to show tourists what a holiday in Britain has to offer, what there is to see and do, not only 

within but outside London and how to go about it.  The American market is particularly warm 

to transport and attraction ticket bundles, and seeks more information about how 

easily/quickly/cheaply they can travel around Britain and itineraries of heritage and culture 

attractions of different types, in different areas.  They are also keen for more information 

about areas across Britain – including things to do that are close to London. 

  

Emotions and tone of voice:  As well as disseminating information, marketing and 

communications need to inspire, be emotive and create desire.  Materials should convey the 

promise of truly exciting, authentic and distinctively British experiences. They should seek to 

alter the perception held by Americans of an over-familiarity with Britain’s heritage and 

culture. Images should not be stock ones of recognisable attractions and landmarks and, whilst 

this market are interested in visiting locations used in TV and film, images featuring TV 

characters should be avoided due to a perceived lack of authenticity and not promising a real 

life experience. 

 

Successful examples include Lovewall.com (felt to engage, inspire through its interactive style) 

and visitbritain.com (in terms of providing useful, interesting suggestions on what do to). The 

ideal holiday descriptions for Americans are authentic, beautiful, discovery, friendly and 

welcoming.  They want holidays to be full of things to do but also relaxing and educational – in 

some respects they want it all. 

 

METHODOLOGY: 
Qualitative: 3 Workshops with Pre-immersion Exercise per market - Visitors, Serious Considerers, Distant Considerers.  All with gender / lifestage mix. 
US workshops held in New York 
Quantitative: 1503 online interviews, c. 500 per market (250 Visitors, 250 Considerers) among a NAT. Rep audience from each market in terms of age 
and gender. 
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Respondent criteria: All looking to holiday abroad, non-rejecters of holidaying in Britain, would consider heritage and culture when choosing a 
holiday destination.  Fieldwork conducted between Feb and Apr 2014. 

 

6. Summary: 

 

Key competitors Italy (to a lesser extent France and Ireland) 

Key needs 
Lots to see and do; Famous places; Historic buildings; Relaxing 

time; Friendly welcome 

Britain 

strengths 
Historic buildings; Famous places; Lots to see and do 

Britain 

weaknesses 
Relaxing time; Friendly welcome 

Ideal holiday 

descriptors 

Authentic; Beautiful; Discovery; Friendly; Welcoming; Lots to 

see and do; Relaxing; Educational 

What to 

leverage in 

marketing and 

communications 

Itineraries and ideas of what to see and do; Details on travel 

around Britain to see new places across Britain including 

London, Scotland and coastal areas; Some interest in free 

galleries/museum but not a key need 

 


